
CANVAS 
NEW QUIZZES
In Summer 2024, the DEC will be working with
a small group of faculty to conduct a New
Quizzes Pilot. Faculty can look forward to
updated features in New Quizzes, including
new questions types such as categorization,
image hot spots, and more. The DEC will
continue to update faculty on New Quizzes
features, training opportunities, and roll-out
expectations!
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SUMMER SUPPORT
The DEC will be open and ready to support faculty,
staff and students this Summer. Our walk-in hours
are 9am-4pm, Monday through Friday. As always,
we will have same day email turnaround responses
Monday through Friday and 24-hour responses
Saturday and Sunday. The DEC will observe all
Longwood closures and holidays. 

APRIL 2024
HTTPS://SOLOMON.LONGWOOD.EDU/DEC/

LOTI
Summer 2024 LOTI Registration is Now OPEN and
will run May 20th to July 12th. The Longwood
Online Technology Institute (LOTI) is a faculty
development training that provides faculty with
the skills and technical support necessary to
develop quality hybrid or online courses. LOTI is for
faculty members who:

are new to the University OR 
have never had online/hybrid training OR
have never had online/hybrid training and have
been asked to teach an existing online/hybrid
course OR
have had previous LOTI training but wish to
become online teaching certified through the
Longwood training

The deadline to apply is Friday, May 10th, 2024.

Click here to Register today! 

LIGHTBOARD STUDIO
Looking to elevate your lectures or experience a
new medium for student presentations? Take
advantage of the DEC’s Lightboard Studio—a
dynamic space for creating engaging videos
tailored to your teaching goals. Whether it's
enhancing lectures or empowering students to
create their own presentation videos, the DEC
offers professional support and state-of-the-art
equipment. Reach out today to craft concise
videos that target specific learning outcomes.
Interested? 
Contact the Digital Education Collaborative at
434-395-4332 or dec@longwood.edu for more
details.
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